
Parallelware Analyzer
Appentra’s Parallelware Analyzer is the first static code analyzer that is designed specifically to boost 
the performance of C/C++ code. It provides a performance optimization report with human-readable 
actionable items: opportunities, recommendations, defects and remarks. The tools are designed to 
seamlessly integrate with developer tools and CI/CD environments. 

Next-Generation
Parallelware Analyzer is the first 

static code analyzer specifically 
designed to boost the performance 

of C/C++ code

Performance
Parallelware Analyzer helps 

developers in writing hardware-
friendly C/C++ code that runs fast 

on the target hardware platform

Deployment

Start boosting the performance of your code today!  appentra.com/products/parallelware-analyzer

Parallelware Analyzer helps 
boosting C/C++ code using

Scan source code without executing that code

List human-readable actionable recommendations on where and how 
to fix performance issues

Validate code against industry best practices for performance 
optimization

Integrate with Dev Tools and CI/CD frameworks

Optimization areas are ultimately the same on any type of processor, 
namely: Memory traffic control, Vectorization and Multi-threading

Writing hardware-friendly C/C++ code that runs efficiently requires 
using the programming techniques required for a given type of 
processor or accelerator device

Parallelware Analyzer provides a performance optimization report 
with human-readable actionable items: opportunities, 
recommendations, defects and remarks

Multiple processors (x86, Arm)

Popular operating systems (Linux, Windows, MacOS)

Development tools (repositories, CI/CD, issue trackers, IDEs)

$ pwreport --evaluation BT CG LU  -- -I common

Target Lines of code Analyzed lines Analysis time # actions Effort  Cost     Profiling
------ ------------- -------------- ------------- --------- ------- --------- ---------
LU     2373          1661           1973 ms       3156      13272 h 434318€   n/a
BT     2520          2052           1367 ms       2165      9610 h  314481€   n/a
CG     498           231            106 ms        89        681 h   22285€    n/a

ACTIONS PER OPTIMIZATION TYPE
Target Sequential Scalar Sequential Control flow Sequential Memory Vectorization Multithreading Offloading
------ ----------------- ----------------------- ----------------- ------------- -------------- ----------
LU     0                 320                     2676              52            54             54
BT     0                 153                     1848              64            50             50
CG     1                 22                      15                23            14             14

Target : analyzed directory or source code file
Lines of code : total lines of code found in the target
Analyzed lines : relevant lines of code successfully analyzed
Analysis time : time required to analyze the target
# actions : total actionable items (opportunities, recommendations, defects and remarks) detected
Effort : estimated number of hours it would take to carry out all actions (sequential scalar, sequential control 
flow, sequential memory, vectorization, multithreading and offloading)
Cost : estimated cost in euros to carry out all the actions
Profiling : estimation of overall execution time required by this target

SUGGESTIONS
  Use --actions to find out details about the detected actions:
    pwreport --actions BT CG LU -- -I common

73 files successfully analyzed and 1 failure in 8368 ms
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